EAST: 40 Libraries Collaborate to Retain and Share More than 6 Million Monographs
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Major Milestones
- Collaborate
- Converse
- Convene
- Policy development
- Sample validation
- Retain 6+ M items
- Analyze 16+ M holdings

Retention Model
- Scarcely held
- Widely used
- One of all

Value of EAST
- Collection analysis = Retention
- Protect scholarly record
- Safely withdraw locally

Sample Validation Study
- Check Shelves
  - Check the shelves to verify the presence of an item.
  - 12 items in process (Clear)
- Enter Your Initials:
  - Location: [input]
  - How many? [input]

97% availability
90% average or better condition

https://github.com/samato88/EastValidationToo
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